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Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of the previous paper [7]. Let R be a commutative 
ring. Let r be a Frobenius algebra over R and A be a Frobenius R-subalgebra of 
r such that the extension of rings r/A is a Frobenius extension. The purpose of 
this paper is to give certain relations between the complete cohomology group in 
the sense of Nakayama [6] of r and that of A, along the cohomology theory of 
finite groups as in [2, 3, 5, 81. More precisely, to reduce the calculation of 
H’(T, -) to that of H’(A, -) by defining a restriction map, a corestriction map, 
and in particular a conjugation map when r is a crossed product over A. 
In Section 1, we will show some general facts for a Frobenius extension r 
of a Frobenius R-algebra A, and we will define the restriction map 
Res : H’(I’, M)+- H’(A, M) and the corestriction map Cor : H’(A, M)+ 
H’(l’, M) for any two-sided r-module M. We will prove some fundamental 
properties of them (Lemma 1.2, Lemma 1.3). In Section 2, let A be a commuta- 
tive Frobenius R-algebra with a finite group G of automorphisms of A over R. 
Suppose that r is a crossed product over A with any normalized factor set; 
r= c,=(; CBAW,. Then we define the conjugation map y, : H’(A, M)-+ 
H’(A, M) for T E G and for any two-sided r-module M, and prove some 
fundamental properties (Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2). In Section 2.2, we describe the 
main results using the above materials under certain conditions with R = Z, that 
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for a prime integer 1 such that 11 N,(T) and 1 t ]Gl, we have 
zes(H’(1, M)(,,) = [H’(A, M)(,,lG (Proposition 2.3), and then H*(A, r)(,, = 
CrtL @ H’(A, r)(,, has an invertible element of nonzero degree if and only if so 
does H*(T, r)(,, = CrEz @ H’(C Or,, (Th eorem 2.4). In Section 3, as applica- 
tions of Theorem 2.4 and [7, Proposition 3.81, we will investigate the periodicity 
of the cohomology groups of crossed products which appear as Z-orders in a 
quaternion Q-algebra (Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.2). 
We will maintain the notation and terminology of [7]. 
1. Restriction and corestriction on the complete cohomology 
1.1. Frobenius extensions of Frobenius algebras 
Let r/A be a Frobenius extension of rings of free rank m (see [4]); rhas a right 
A-basis (ai) and a left A-basis (b;): 
r=a,ACB...@a,,,A=Ab,%S. ..CBAb,, 
which satisfy 
xa, = 2 aj@,;(X> , b,x = f$ P,i(X)bi 
i-1 r=l 
for every x E r and some p,,(x) E A. In such a case, we call a pair (a,), (bi) 
(1 5 i 5 m) the dual bases of r/A. Then we have a left r-, right A-module 
isomorphism: 
4,., I : d-I s Horn,.-CT,., A,4) 
by setting c$,.,,,,(a,)(b,) = 6,j, and also we have a left A-, right r-module iso- 
morphism: 
cp;.,, : r/.G Hem-,,&C .A 
by setting +;.,,(b,)(a,) = 6,,. 
Put Pr1.t = 4,.,%(l) and N,.,.,(x) = EYE, a,xb, for x E r. Then it is easy to see 
that p,.,,, is a two-sided A-module homomorphism and 
x = 2 /-+/.,(xa,)b, =2 ~,~u,db,x) 
1-l 
for x E r. In addition, we assume that A is a Frobenius algebra over a commuta- 
tive ring R of free rank n (i.e. the extension of rings A lR is a Frobenius extension 
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in the above sense); that is, A has the R-dual bases (~0, (vi) (15 i I n) which 
satisfies 
Y”i = i: ujaji(Y) 
j=l 
> ujY = 2 a,t(Y)u, 
i=l 
( y) E R. Then, similarly as in the above, we have a for every y E A and some ajyil 
left A-isomorphism 
4, : A As A* = Hom,(A,, R) 
by setting 4,(ui)(uj) = ~3~~. If we put ~*;i = 4,,(l), then 
n ” 
Y = C P,4(YUi)ui = C ‘jP,4(‘jY) 
i=l j=l 
holds for YEA. And we put N,(y) = c:=, uiyu, and ya’= c:=, ~,,,(u;y)u~. We 
call N, and A’ the norm and the Nakayama automorphism of AIR, respectively. 
Then r has the R-dual bases (a,uj), (u,b,) (15 i 5 m, 1 lj 5 n), which satisfies 
k=l I=1 
for x E I-. This says that Tis a Frobenius R-algebra of free rank mn. And then we 
have a left r-isomorphism 
4 r-- I-:r Hom,(G, R) 
by setting 4r(a;uj)(ulbk) = ‘(i,j),(k,f)’ Similarly as in the above, if we put CL,. = 
4,(l), then 
x = 2 2 j_+(xaiuj)ujbi = 2 2 akul&hbkx) 
r=l j=l k=l I=1 
holds for x E r. In such a case, the norm and the Nakayama automorphism of 
TIR are given by 
N,-(x) = 2 2 a,ujxujbi , xn = 2 i pr(a,u,x)ujb, 
i=l j=l r=l j=l 
for x E r, respectively. V denotes the inverse automorphism of a. Furthermore, it 
is easily verified that 
N r,,, . N,, = Nr , P,, . I-+/,, = PI- > A in = A’ 
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1.2. Restriction and corestriction 
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Notation and assumption being as in Section 1.1, for simplicity, we put 
where r” and A0 denote the opposite rings of r and A, respectively. And putting 
(x,), = rc+. . BR r (( p + 2) copies of r) , 
(X,4), = A @‘R . . . gR A ((p + 2) copies of A) 
for p 2 0, (X,., d) and (X,%, d) denote the canonical Z-free resolution of r and 
the canonical R-free resolution of A as in [7, Section 1.11, respectively. For 
simplicity, an element x&qCq..+Qxp@xp+, E(X,), is denoted by 
XJXI > . . . ) xplxp+ I >and so on. Let M be a left _Z-module. Note that M is also 
regarded as a left R- and a left @-module. Then we have the following chain 
complexes which give the cohomology group HP(I’, M) (resp. HP(A, M)) for 
p 2 0 and the modified homology group associated to the Nakayama auto- 
morphism Ht(I’, M) (resp. Ht’(A, M)) for q 2 0 of r (resp. A): 
...+----Homx((X,-)l, M) 





+--- Hom2((Xr),, M) = M 
=(X,-);@, M+----.., 
d: 
-Homn((X,,),, M) = M 
= (X,,)f’@, M--se. 
Remark 1. By means of the complete cohomology and the complete modified 
homology groups, we may have the identifications: H’(I’, M) 2: H?,P,(T, M), 
H’(A, M)= H?l_,(A, M) for every FEZ (see [6, Section 31 and [7, Lemma 
1.11). 
Now, as a left O-free resolution of r, we can use (X,, d) and 
~-~~(x,~),_,w ~(x~),~*e3r~...~n~r~r-o, 
and, as a right @-free resolution of r, we can use (X,., d) and 
-..-~c~J((x,,),_, ~r-~(x~),~?~...~r~n~r~o. 
We define the left Q-module homomorphism: 
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and we also define the right Q-module homomorphism: 
where both sides of the above sequence are regarded as right @-modules by 
w+@yO)=y”wx (1.1) 
for x By” E @, w E (X,.), or w E rC3 (X,4),_,. Then it is easy to see that r and 7’ 
are chain transformations lifting the identity maps r=- r and T* =\ TA, 
respectively. Thus we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.1. The isomorphism Ext$(T, AZ)> HP(A, M) for p 2 1 is induced 
from the homomorphisms on the cochuin level: 
HO~@KX,.), > w 7# ~Hom,((X,),-, @C M) -Hom,((X,,),, M) , 
P 
(1.2) 
where the above right-arrow denotes a natural homomorphism and rz denotes the 
map induced from rP. The isomorphism Torf@(T, IV); H:‘(A, M) for q 2 1 is 
induced from the homomorphisms on the chain level: 
where the above left-arrow denotes a natural homomorphism and 7;# denotes the 
map induced from 714, where Tar:@ (r, M) denotes the homology group of 
Yn @I@ M with YA the right @-resolution modified us in (1.1) of a right @- 
projective resolution Y of r. 0 
First we will define a restriction map Res’ : H’(I’, M)+ H’(A, M) for r E Z. 
Let resP : HP(I’, M) + Extg(I’, M) for p 2 1 be the homomorphism induced from 
a natural map Homz((X,-),, M)+ Hom,((X,.),, M), and let res, : Hf(T, M)+ 
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Torz@(T, M) for q 2 1 be the homomorphism induced from 
Then, composing the isomorphisms in Lemma 1.1, it will be seen that 
G” : HP(T, M)+ HP(A, M) 
for p 2 1 is induced from a natural map Hom,((X,), , M)+ Homn((XA), , M), 
and 
Gq : H,n(T, M)+ H,a’(A, M) 
for q Z- 1 is induced from 
@‘n biq+,xa,i: . 
Furthermore we set 
-0 res = Lo , z,(x) = 2 b,xa” (x E M) . 
i=l 
Then we have the following commutative diagram: 
. ..-HomZ((X.),, M)zM Nr d’@‘ t-M- (X,#& M -. . . 
I I 
r&O ‘Es0 KS, 
. . .- , M) z M NA dl@r -M-(X,)f’@, M--e. 
Thus we can define the restriction map 
Resr : H’(T, M)+ H’(A, M) (rEZ) 
such that Resr = G’ (r 2 0), =6%_l (r I -1). In particular, we have 
Res’ : Mr/N,(M)+ MAIN,(M), iHi, 
Res-’ : N,.MIZr(M)+NA M/Z,(M), , X+= i b,xa” 
1=1 
(see [7, Section l] for notation). 
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Next we will define a corestriction map Car’ : H’(A, M)+ H’(T, M) (r E Z). 
Let corP : Extg(T, M) + H”(T, M) for p Z- 1 be the homomorphism induced from 
Hom,((X,.),, W+Hom,((X,.),, M), 
and let corq : Tort@(T, M)+ Ht(T, M) for q 2 1 be the homomorphism induced 
from a natural map (X,): @@ M+ (X,.): Bz M. Then, composing the isomor- 
phisms in Lemma 1.1, it will be seen that 
GP : HP(A, M)+ HP(T, M) 
for p 2 1 is induced from 
Ho% ((X, >I,) W + Horn,, ((X,.>, , M) , 
gH(Y,,[Y,,...,YplYp+lH i Y o%, 
i I,..., ;,+,=I 
. ~([P.,,A(~,*YP,*)>~ . . 3 PIxl(~,PY,~i,,+,)l)~ k,,+,Yl,+,) ) 
and 
for q 2 1 is induced from a natural map (X,):’ BR M-+ (X,.): @‘z M. Further- 
more we set 
Go = Nr,,, , c&Z0 = Lo . 
Then we have the following commutative diagram: 




czo cz 0 T 
ciii , 
d? . . . -Homn((X,,),, M) +--M - NA A4 d’@L -(X,)f’@, A!&----. . 
Thus we can define the corestriction map 
Corr : H’(A, M)+ H’(T, M) (r E Z) 
such that Corr = i?!? (r zO), =iZ,_l (r~ -1). In particular, we have 
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Car” : M“IN,,(M)--+ M’iNr(M) , .f +-+ &, ,, 6) > 
Cor _ ’ : N1 MfZ,(M)*AlrM~Z,,(M), x-x. 
These maps satisfy the following fundamental properties: 
Lemma 1.2. (i) Given homomorphism f : A --+ H of left .Z’-modules, 
f* - Resr = Res’ - f * : H’(_T, A)-+ H’(A, B) (r f Z) , 
f* . Corr = Car’ * f* : H’(A, A)-+ H’(T, B) (r E Z) , 
where f * denotes the appropr~aie homomorphism of cohomology groups induced 
from f. 
(ii) Given short exact sequence O-+ A -+ B -+ C-+ 0, 
d. Res’ = Resr+’ * d : r-i’(T, C)-+ Nril(A, A) (r E Z) , 
~~Cor’=Cor’+*~d:H’(A,C)--_,N’+‘(T,A) (rEZ), 
where 8 denotes the appropriate connecting homomorphism. 
(iii) Given left 2 -module M, 
Cor’.Res’(w)=Nr,,,(l)w (rEZ) 
for w E H’(I’, M). 
Proof. (i) It is easily verified. (ii) follows from the fact that (X,.), and (X,), 
(p 2 0) are left Z-projective and left n-projective, respectively, and that 
(X,.)tand (X,,):’ (q 20) are right Z-flat and right J&flat, respectively (cf. [7, 
Lemma 1.11). (iii) Note that N,,, (1) E ZT and the Z-operation on W’(T, M) 
(cf. [7, Section 11). Then the statement will follow from the constructions of resP, 
resq, car’, coryr etc. 0 
Remark 2. The restriction map Res’ : N’(T, M)-+ H’(A, M) (r E Z) may be 
defined to be the map induced from a natural homomorphism 
Hom,((X,.),, M)+ Hom,((X,.),, M) (r E Z), by means of a complete resolution 
(X,.), (r EZ) (cf. 17, Section 11). And also the corestriction map 
Cor’ : H?i_,(A, M)-+ H!,_,(T, M) (r E Z) may be defined to be the map in- 
duced from a natural homomorphism (XT)?,._, 63, M-+ (Xr)F?l_, Qr M. But 
these definitions are inconvenient for explicit calculation of these maps and to see 
the relationship between them. Accordingly, as in the above, we defined Res’ and 
Cor’ on positive degree and negative degree separately, and then combine them. 
Of course, these two kind of definitions coincide, which will be seen by dimen- 
soon-shifting 17, Corollary 1.51 and Lemma 1.2. 
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Given left X-modules A and B, let A @A B+ A @lr B be a canonical left 
Z-module homomorphism induced from the embedding L : A 4 r. Then we have 
a modified cup product 
U, : H’(A, A) gzn H”(A, B)+ Hrfs(A, A Br B) 
(see [7, Section 21). 
Lemma 1.3. The following diagram commutes: 






,‘+‘(I-, A@, B) - ,‘+‘(A, A ar B) 
Proof. We use induction on a pair of integers (r, s). The result is clear from the 
definition of cup product [7, Section 2, (PIII)] when (r, s) = (0,O). Here, we 
notice that the modified cup product U, satisfies the similar condition as [7, 
Section 2 (PII)]. Assume that the diagram (1.4) is commutative for some (r, s). 
Then, by means of four kinds of dimension-shifting [7, Corollary 1.51 and Lemma 
1.2(ii), we know that the diagram (1.4) is commutative for (r -+ 1, s * 1) (cf. [7, 
Section 2.21). 0 
Thus Res gives a ring homomorphism of graded rings: 
Res* : (H*(T, r), U)- (H*(A, r), U,) . 
2. Complete cohomology of crossed products 
2.1. Conjugation 
Let R be a commutative ring and A a Frobenius commutative R-algebra of free 
rank n. We suppose that A has a finite group G of order m of automorphisms over 
R and AC = R. We assume an additional condition: 
(C) For every (T (fl) E G, there exists x E A such that a(x) -x is not a 
zero-divisor. 
Notation and assumption being as above, we consider a crossed product 
r=(A,G,o)=Cr,, @ Aw, (w,,w, = O(a, T) w,,) for a normalized factor set 8 
with its values in the group U(A) of all units in A. The condition (C) implies 
ZT = R. It is easy to see that the extension T/A is a Frobenius extension of free 
rank m with the dual bases (w,), (w,‘) (a E G). Accordingly, we will succeed 
the notation as in Section 1 and we notice that {a,} = {w,}, {b,} = {w;‘}, 
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P,-,~(w~‘w,,) = 60,7, W: = w,(C:=, u~-‘EI;~(u~-‘)), a’= L,, and r” = A, where we 
put y’= w7yw,’ for yE A and rEG. 
In this section, we will define a conjugation map (7,) : H’(A, M) -+ H’(A, M) 
(r E Z) for T E G and a left X-module M dividing into four cases, as in Section 1; 
r>O, r=O, r= -1 and r<-1. 
First let 
(y;)” : Ext;(T, M)+Ext$(T, M) (p 2 1) 
be the map induced from 
and let 
(y: ), : Tor:@(T, M)+ Tor$@(T, M) (q 2 1) 
be the map induced from 
Composing the isomorphisms as in Lemma 1.1, we have the following homo- 
morphisms: 
(y,)’ : H"(A, M)+ HP(A, M) , Hom,KX,),, M)+Hom,KXdp3 W 2 
g-(Y,,[YlY.. . > Y,lY,+, k-3 w,. dY;FlY;K’. .? Y;-‘lY;-:,). 6’) 
and 
(%Y,), : W,<4 Ml- fJ,<L W 7 (X,,>, @‘o M--+ GM, @Jo M 7 
[y,, . . ) yp]@, a-[y;, . . .) yT,]c3fl W,-_llUWf-1 
(2.1) 
Furthermore we set 
(y,)” : M-t M , -1 u- w,uw, , 
(2.2) 
Then the following diagram commutes: 
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Thus we can define the conjugation map 
(y,y : H’(A, N)-+ H’(A, M) (YE Z) 
such that (y,)‘= (Y,)r (I zO), =(q7)_,_, (r( - 1). Then it wiil be seen that y, 
satisfies the following fundamental properties: 
Lemma 2.1. (i) Given homomorphism f : A --+ B of left .X-modules, 
where f * denotes the appropriate homomorphism of cohomology groups induced 
from f. 
(ii) Given short exact sequence 0-t A -+ B+ C--t 0, 
y;d=a. ‘y, : H’(A, C)+H’+“(A, A), 
where 8 denotes the appropriate connecting homomorphism. 
(iii) Y, . Y7 = Y,, > y, = L . 
Hence y, is an isomorphism. El 
Lemma 2.2. The following diagram commutes: 
H’(A, A) 63’R H”(A, B) o’e(v,)s H’(A, A) @, H”(A, B) 
1 “‘ 1 “b (Y,)‘+s 
,“+‘(A, A 63,. B) e H’+“(A, A E$- B) 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 1.3. Cl 
Therefore, y, is an automorphism on the graded ring (H*(A, r), U,). 
2.2. Main results 
We use the same notation as in Section 2.1 with R = Z. Then N,.(T) is an ideal 
of Z. Hence we denote its generator of the ideal by N,.(T) again; N,(T) E Z. 
Since 
Nr(r)-H’(F, n/r)=0 (YEZ) 
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for any left .Z-module M (cf. [l, Section 4]), we have a primary decomposition: 
For a prime integer 1 such that 11 N,-(T) and 1 Y (G( , 
Cor’ . Res’ = N,.,,( 1) = ICI : H’(T, M),,, + H’(T, M),,, 
is an isomorphism. It follows that Res’ is a monomorphism and Cor’ is an 
epimorphism on the I-primary component. We set 
[H’(A, Ad)]” = {x E H’(A, M) ( (Y,)~(x) =x for all 7 E G} . 
Then we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.3. For a prime integer 1 such that 1 1 N,(T) and 1 Y 1 G], 
Res’(H’(T, M)(,,) = [ff’(A M)J” 
holds. 
(2.4) 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
(i) 
(ii) 
resP(H”(r, M),,,) = [Ext$(T, M)JG 
:= {(Y E Ext$,(T, M),,, 1 y:(a) = n for all r E G} 
for p 2 1 , 
res,(Ht(r, M)(,,) = ]Tort@(K W,,JG 
:= {p E Torf@(T, M),,, 1 yi (p) = p for all r E ( 
for q 2 1 , 
and (iii) (2.4) holds for r = 0 and for r = 1. In the following, we will prove them. 
(i) For [gl E NP(C W,,, (g E Homp((X,.),,, W), we have r:(res”([g]>) = 
[(x - w, . &+)>I = [sl = resP( [ g]). Conversely, let [h] E [Ext$(T, M)(,,lG. 
Then we have 
resP . cor’( [h]) = resP 
(K 
X++ c w,h(w,‘x) 
)I) = ]G] [hl. CTEG 
Since 1 x (G(, it follows that res”(lG]-’ cor”([h])) = [h]. Thus (i) was shown 
(ii) For [y@zx]EHf(r,M)(,j (Y@~xE(X,)~@~ M), we have 
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= r: CL c YW, @‘Qs w,‘x 
CT 
I> 
=T L yw,w,’ @@ w,w,‘x 1 
= c YW,@@ w,‘x L I 
cl 
= res,(b % xl) . 
Conversely, let [y @a x] E [Tort@(T, M)(,,]“. Then we have 
resq .cor,([y @b xl> 
= res,(b % xl> 
= c yw, LB@ wyx [ 
= c'u,AY @CD xl) 
1 
= ,E, [Yea@ x] . 
Thus (ii) was shown. 
(iii) In case of Y = 0: For X E H”(T, M),,, = (M“/N,(M))(,, (x E Mr), we have 
y,(Res’(x)) = w,xw,’ = X = Res’(x) . 
Conversely, let X E [H”(A, M)(,,]G = [(M”/N,,(M)),,,]G (x E M”). Then we have 
Res” . Car’(2) 
In case of r = -1: For X E H-‘(T, M),,, = (,rM/Z,-(M))~,, (x E,,.M), we have 
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Conversely, let X E [H-‘(A, AI),,,]” = [(~,MIZ,,(M))(,j]G (x E,,,, M). Then we 
have 
Rest’ . Corm’(x) 
= Ress’(.F) 
= T 6.4 
= T YFI@) 
= ICI X 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let 1 be a prime integer such that 1 1 N,.(T) and 1 x 1 GI. Assume that 
the group of unit elements in (A/N,,(T))(,, is a finite group. Then the graded ring 
H*(A, T)(I) = CrEz @ H’(A, Q, h as an invertible element of nonzero degree if 
and only if so does H*(T, r)(,, = zrtL @ H’(T, r)(,,. Accordingly, in such a 
case, the l-primary component of the cohomology group of r is periodic. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is obtained from the fact that there is a ring homomorphism 
Res* : H*(T, T’)(,)+ H*(A, r)(,,. Let u E Hd(A, r)(,, for d # 0 be an invertible 
element in H”(A, r)(,,. By Lemma 2.2, y,(u) E Hd(A, r)(,, is also invertible in 
H*(A, Q, for any 7 E G. Then u and y,(u) derive the isomorphisms of 
A-modules, respectively: 
H”(A, TJ,,s H”(A, Q,, = (AlN,(L3C,, > 
Z+wJ‘U~ ) ZHZU‘yJU))l. 
Hence y,(u) = Au for a unit element h E (AlN,,(T))(,, (AE A). Note that A 
depends on T. However, there exists a common integer e > 0 for all 7 E G such 
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that y,(u’) = Xeue = ue, where we put ue = u U, . . . U, u (e times), U 1 denoting the 
modified cup product on H*(A, r) (L : A -r). This says up E [Hd’(A, T)(,,lG. 
Of course, ue is still invertible. Since there is a ring isomorphism: 
Res* : H*(T, Tjcrj -L [H*(A Q,,l” 
by Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 2.3, it follows that Hd’(T, r)(l, (de # 0) has an 
invertible element in H*(T, r)(,,, The last statement follows from [7, Lemma 
3.11. 0 
3. Applications 
Let m be a square-free integer. A denotes the ring of integers in the quadratic 
field Q(v’K). We denote the Galois group of the extension Q(v’E)/Q by 
G=(a),a(~5)=-v’%?. 
First, we treat the case of m = 2,3 (mod 4). A = Z[v%] is a Frobenius Z- 
algebra with (1, v’E), (~‘5,l) as the Z-dual bases. We set r = A CD Awg, 
ws = kl; then N,.(r) = 4m. Note that w: = -w,. 
Proposition 3.1. Notation and assumption being as above, let M be a S-module 
and let 1 be a prime integer such that I 1 m and 1 # 2. Then Hm2(r, r)(,, has an 
invertible element in H*(T, r)(,,, and so H’(T, M),,, is periodic of period 2. In 
particular, H’(T, T)(,, = ZlIZ for r even, =0 for r odd. 
Proof. Since HP2(A, AWN) = H”(A, Aw,) = 0, we have H-‘(A, r) 21 HP2(A, A). 
By means of an isomorphism 
a : HP2(A, A)---, H- ’ (4 K(A)) = N,, W) lr, (K(A)) 
obtained from a short exact sequence O+ K(A)+ A C3 A + A + 0, we have the 
following isomorphism (see [7, Proposition 3.81): 
H-2(A, r) = H-2(A, A)+ HP’(A, WA)) = N, W)Il,(W)) 
=(AlN,(A))(l@~-fi@l)GAlN,,(A). 
This implies that H-‘(A, r) has an invertible element u associated to 1 @v’E - 
X~Z@ 1. Considering the above isomorphisms on the chain level, we have 
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Since Y,([Yl @Qf2 x> = -WI @Jn xU by (2.1), it follows that Y,(U) = U. Therefore, 
by the proof of Theorem 2.4, K2(r, r)(,, has an invertible element in 
H*(C -I-)(,,, that is, H’(T, M),,, is periodic of period 2. 
The statement in case of r = even immediately follows from 
ff”(C U(f) = (Z/N/-(T))(,, = (Z/4mZ),,, = ZllZ . 
Now we have the following isomorphisms: 
By (2.2), we have %((a + fME)w,) = w,‘((a + L5v%)w,)w,” = -(a - 
bVEi) w,. This means y, = -L on H-‘(A, T)cr,, hence, by Proposition 2.3, 
K’(T, q,, = [K’(A, Q,]” = 0. II! 
Remark 3. By direct calculations, we have 
H’(T, r) = (L/2Z)“’ (3-times direct sum and so on) , 
HO(T, r> = Z/4mZ, 
K’(T, r> = (Z/22)“’ , 
K2(r, r) = (Z/2Z)(4’CDZ/2mZ. 
Hence, as Proposition 3.1 says, H’(T, r)(,, = H-‘(T, r)(!, = 0 and 
H”(C q,, = K2(r, q,, = Z/D. 
Next, we treat the case of m 5 1 (mod 4). A = Z[(l + GE)/21 is a Frobenius 
Z-algebra with (1, (1 + GE)/2), ((-1-t fi)/2, 1) as the Z-dual bases. We set 
r= A@Aw,, wt = tl; then NJT) = m. Note that w,” = -w,. 
Proposition 3.2. Notation and assumption being as above, let A4 be a Z-module. 
Then H-‘(r, r) has an invertible element in H*(T, r), hence H’(I’, M) is 
periodic of period 2. In particular, H’(T, r) 2: ZlmZ for r even, =0 for r odd. 
Proof. We will prove the proposition in a similar way as Proposition 3.1. In this 
case, we use the isomorphism: 
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(see [7, Proposition 3.81). Accordingly, H-‘(A, r) has in invertible element u 
associatedto 1~(1+~iE)/2-(1+v’7E)/2@91, andthisimpliesqV(u)=u. LetZ 
be a prime integer such that 11 m. By the proof of Theorem 2.4, H-*(r, T)(,, has 
an invertible element in H*(I’, I)(,,. While, since N,(T) = m and 2J m, it 
follows from (2.3) that H-*(r, I) has an invertible element in H*(T, Z). Hence 
H’(T, M) is periodic of period 2. 
The statement in case of I = even follows from 
H”(T, r) = Z/N,(T) = ElmZ . 
Now we have the following isomorphisms: 
= I( z+zqq w&E+Km+2~)w~) (0 
= I( z+Lm+2m w,i Ii m+xfCi Zm+Z 2 wr 1 1 0) 
BY (2.2), 




2 w,. > 
This means yV = -L on H-‘(A, T)(,,, 
[K’(A, T),,,lG = 0. Th’ 
hence, by Proposition 2.3, HV1(T, r)([, = 
IS implies that HP’(T, r) itself vanishes. 0 
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